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A season in france

France undoubtedly offers the world's most desirable lifestyle. From the romance of Paris to the country's rural lifestyle in the French country, this country has a lot to offer to an expat. Boasts great food and wine, the best health care in the world, as well as culture and history... in France, retirement appeals to many. France would never be
on the list of destinations for global bargains; however, outside Paris, this country can be much more affordable than you can imagine... and even Paris does not have to be hyper-expensive. In addition, you need to remember what you buy. Paris, in our opinion, is the most beautiful and romantic place on earth. And Paris is just the
beginning of this story. There is a reason, after all, why more tourists look for France each year than any other country on earth. In addition, Paris is also a lifestyle game that can double as a solid investment as the value of apartments in some arrondissements continues to grow steadily. A piece of Paris real estate is a heavy asset worth
having. In addition, outside Paris, it may still be possible to enjoy its French homestead renovation fantasies and under US$100,000. Living in France in France is a good life defined. Food, wine, art, shopping, history... This country boasts the most beautiful and romantic city on earth and the best living and dramatic mediterranean
coastlines in the country. In addition, France is home to the world's best health care, the world's best infrastructure, the highest international schools, and in some regions zero crime and a wonderfully relaxed lifestyle... And in some parts of the country a very good life can also be very accessible. Why France has such an attractive variety
of lifestyle choices - France offers a wide range of lifestyle choices, from sparkling beach towns to charming rural villages and alpine mountain chains to complex urban centers, there is little to france. The best public transport - France has well-established transport systems with trains, metros, taxis and buses. The system is easy to
navigate, accessible and fast. Residence - France has a fairly simple and simple residence process. Best healthcare – France boasts one of the world's best healthcare systems. It consistently ranks in the top five with who year after year. Fun facts Do you know? France is the EU's largest country with a land area of 551 695 km². Due to
its six-way shape, it is sometimes called the Hexagon or l'hexagone in World War I, the French army became the first military force used in camouflage. Many films show couples kissing on train platforms before one of them hops in and rides away... but in 1910 At the request of the railway stewards, a law was passed because of kissing
couples. Today Today You want to kiss your love goodbye on the train platform, you have to do it before the train actually arrives. Living in France really is a good life defined. From Paris to the countryside to the beaches of the Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts, there are many and varied lifestyle options offered here, but all your choices
mean that the old world lives best. Foodies and wine lovers know that living in France must be at the center of the universe. Whether it's paté de campagne and rustic Beaujolais, fried salmon with rosé d'Anjou, or caviar and great champagne, the French are the masters of the past pairing wine with food. After all, they do it from the Middle
Ages. The long and fascinating history of France can be found in every corner of the country. Dating back to the prehistoric cave paintings of Lascaux, during the Roman and Frank invasions, the royal houses of bourbon and napoleon's king, and until now, each era has left its mark here, in kitchen, architecture, art, and fashion. Culturally
minded life in France is indeed rich. In Paris alone, you will find more than 130 museums, including the world-famous Louvre, the Musée d'Orsay and the National Museum of Contemporary Art in the Pompidou Centre. The number of galleries of fresh, new works is truly puzzled, and since the Renaissance, French philosophers, authors
and playwrights have enriched our entire lives. Where to live in France Life in Paris, with all its culture and charm, can be a very expensive proposition. In addition, it is also true that your cost of living can be very variable and highly manageable (in Paris and many others). In Paris, you can live easily without a car, walk almost everywhere
you want to go. Butcher, baker, grocer, wine shop, half a dozen occupied cafes and many beautiful parks and gardens are less than a 15-minute walk from almost any point in central Paris. And when you want to venture outside your quarter, the subway will take you from the restaurant to the nightclub, from the museum to the café for
about $2. Burgundy offers many attractive bargains if the old stone cottage in the wine country is your vision of life in France. The city of Dijon enjoys a lively atmosphere, avoiding the hassle, traffic jams and pollution usually associated with city centers. The Palais des Ducs et des Etats de Bourgogne is home to the Musée des Beaux-
Arts, and the market hall here is a glass and steel miracle designed by Gustave Eiffel. If you like shopping, food, culture and nightlife, Dijon you apply. The village of Carthrich in Brittany is home to the seaside resort of Carnac-Plage, one of the most popular places on this coast, with five beaches stretching almost three kilometers in total.
Saint-Colomban is a surfer and there is also a thalassotherapy center. (Thalassotherapy is a wellness regimen believed to originate in Brittany using seawater hydrotherapy, seaweed wraps, and other programs.) A typical day for french expat French correspondent Abby Gordon's life shares a snapshot of life in The Marais in Paris. Here's
a typical day... 7th century.m.: Wake up, take a walk to La Favorite on rue de Rivoli to grab a cup of coffee, OL, and croissant, and catch up with my New York Times subscription via iPad and La Favorite super-speed Wi-Fi. Or, if the weather is nice, maybe I'll grab a croissant at Aux Désirs de Manon on Rue Saint-Antoine and take
advantage of the free Wi-Fi at Square Georges Cain on Rue Payenne. 8:30 .m.: Go to the public pool in Saint-Merri for swimming. Do not forget that speedos (not shorts) are mandatory for men, and swimwear caps are mandatory for everyone. 10th century.m: Visit the BHV (Bazaar de l'Hôtel de Ville department store) on Rue de Rivoli to
buy bulbs, batteries and other DIY items from your Home Depot-esque basement. 11 .m: Depending on the season and what is happening, perhaps take a museum, art gallery or photo exhibit. 12:30 .m: The French eat lunch at exactly 13.m:00, so I try to beat the crowds and grab a table at one of my favorite restaurants early. Pamela
Popo on Rue François Miron is my choice of sautéed scallops. P.m 2: Volunteer for a couple of hours with the SOS helpline to answer calls from English speakers who need it. 16:00.m: Before you go to work, send it several times to relatives in the United States (it's free on your landline in Paris). 4:30.m: Take a poulet rôti (fried chicken)
from one of the vendors in Place Saint-Paul, cheese from fromagerie Pascal Trotté, and a baguette from Paul. Swing to the supermarket vegetables and toilet paper (not everything in Paris is romantic). 17.m:00: Meet a friend at a quick apéro at Les Philosophes on Rue Vieille du Temple. 18:00 .m: Head home to the rest and catch the
news on CNN or BBC World. 7 p.m.: Throw the chicken into the oven to warm it up and prepare some sides. Have dinner at home tonight. 8:30am .m: If it's a clear evening, maybe take a walk up the river then along the quai in the Hôtel de Ville to enjoy the nightly view of this architectural wonder. 10:30 .m: Bonne nuit... Twenty years ago
Vicki and I spent our first Christmas in Paris. We stayed in Paris all that winter and decided Paris was making winter the best season of all. Museums, exhibitions, fairs, conferences... Paris in winter operates at full speed. Everything remains open, without random closures, which plague the rest of the year. French chefs produce better
food in winter, with more games and heavier, tastier sauces. Fewer tourists clog the city. I remember one rainy, Saturday morning, I raced to the Louvre to be there when it opened. A few minutes I Mona Lisa on Jan. In addition, most tourists come and depart from Paris on weekends. I figure they rarely want to take the museum either on
their first or last day. So Saturday mornings become the best time to visit the Louvre, Orsay or other usually overcrowded museums. But it was Christmas. Vicki and I moved to Paris a few months before and rented an apartment in Montmartre. We managed to get back to Christmas without planning anything, and it was good with us. We
love doing things together, just two of us on Christmas and other holidays as well. Without planning, we decided to do what everyone in Paris does when you have nothing planned – take a walk around the area. Now we forget whether it was Christmas Eve or Christmas, but it hardly matters. When we went down and down the street, we
found to our surprise that the whole of Paris had been taken over... Oysters. Across the street from our apartment, where transvestites usually asked on the sidewalk, the seller sat behind a folding table covered with oysters. Place des Abbesses just up the hill, and not the boys playing football, we ran into a pickup truck filled with oysters.
We didn't hear anything about oysters and Paris and Christmas, but those oysters looked good to us. We bought a couple of dozens and took them home. In a small apartment we had only a small refrigerator, there is no room for oysters. And we are worried about the smell. Voilá. We put the oysters in the window sill. We thought it was a
terribly clever idea, as I remember, but later discovered the French do the same, regularly, every Christmas. That afternoon, we went to the Eiffel Tower and climbed up. The Eiffel Tower remains open every day of the year, and we realized few tourists would choose to gather there for Christmas. Of course, the place was practically
abandoned. We had a great view of Paris on a crisp December day. Finally, we returned home, opened a bottle of champagne and ate oysters. A new tradition was born. We were French, if only a little, and only for Christmas. Later we learned that the best Parisian bar red baron (French-language baron offers oysters every Saturday and
Sunday morning in winter. On Friday evenings, a guy from Bordeaux loads a pickup truck with oysters from his farm. Then he makes a long drive to Paris and serves up his oysters on the sidewalk behind the Red Baron, bright and early Saturday morning. Then he returns to Bordeaux on Saturday night, reboots, and reappears on Sunday.
If you're in Paris this winter, be sure to check out the Red Baron for some weekend. It can be found right next to D'Aligre's place in 12th place. Let me know if the oyster guy is still working there. The last thing about oysters: My favorite King of France, Henri IV, loved things. Every day during the winter oyster season he had three dozen
oysters brought to him from Brittany. Henri IV deserves the glory of signing Nant edict, ensuring religious freedom. But he is also famous for his love of life and love life. Over the years, many people have put together Henri IV's love life and his love for oysters. So that was Christmas in Paris: the Eiffel Tower, oysters, nodding Henri IV and
Baron Rouge, and champagne. Excellent. Paul Terhorst Comments Comments
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